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Experimental results for the minor decay channels of fusion-evaporation in light projectile plus light

target systems are presented. These new data were obtained during test campaigns to measure the

opening of different decay channels. Experiments were designed to provide relative cross-section

information on weakly populated channels for gamma-ray spectroscopy experiments in coincidence

with charged-particles. The results are compared to publicly available fusion-evaporation codes.

The data follow a simple estimate which is useful in predicting experimental conditions to make the

fusion-evaporation reaction a viable nuclear structure tool to study weakly populated light neutron-

rich nuclei.

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The fusion-evaporation reaction, in conjunction with g-spec-
troscopy, is widely used as a tool to study nuclear structure.
Fusion reactions have been studied extensively in medium mass
and heavy nuclei, but only marginally in (very) light nuclei to
evaluate minor decay channels of rather exotic species. Recent
experiments performed at the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory 88-in. Cyclotron provided a clean extraction of the
two-proton evaporation channel [1,2] and called for understand-
ing the reaction mechanisms in order to predict the opening and
closing of different decay channels.

Most of the available fusion-evaporation codes predict com-
parable results for the dominant decay channels but the calcu-
lated results for weaker channels are found to be discrepant. Here,
results from different experiments designed to identify some of
the major and minor decay channels of interest are gathered and
compared with various theoretical calculations.
ll rights reserved.
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2. Experimental procedures

The results presented in this article have been obtained from
several experiments carried out at the 88-in. Cyclotron at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory. In these experiments, the emitted
g-radiation and charged-particles were detected with the STARS-
LIBERACE detector array [3], which consists of large area segmented
annular silicon detectors (arranged in a DE�E telescope) and up to
six Compton suppressed HPGe Clover detectors [4,5].

The first experiment studied the 9Beþ9Be system at beam
energies of 30, 35, and 40 MeV. The average beam current was
approximately 0.1 pnA over a period of 3 days and the 9Be target
had a thicknesses of 2.6(1) mg/cm2. Five Clover detectors were
placed at 16.5(5) cm from the target. Two Clovers were located at
401, one at 901 and two at 1401, relative to the beam direction.
The charged-particle telescope comprised two Micron Semicon-
ductor S2-type silicon detectors [6] (22 mm active inner diameter
and 70 mm active outer diameter): a 152 mm as DE detector and a
1003 mm as E detector. The DE detector was mounted 30(2) mm
downstream from the target. The DE�E separation was 3(1) mm,
hence an acceptance for charged-particles of about 351 to 651.
A thick 56.7 mg/cm2 lead foil spanned the front of the DE detector
to suppress a particles from the break-up of 9Be as well as screen
d-electrons coming from the target.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the second experimental setup. The telescope comprised

three silicon detectors (S2-S1-S2) with the electron shield and target in front.

These detector are confined within the copper-radiator ARCTIC cooled at 0 1C. The

figure also shows two of the five germanium detectors.
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The second experiment was the 18Oþ11B reaction at 50 and
60 MeV bombarding energies. The average beam current was
approximately 0.1 pnA over a period of 2.5 days. The 11B target
was generated from 99.65% 11B powder baked onto a 100 mg=cm2

foil of 12C using the techniques described in Ref. [7]. The total
thickness was measured by a energy loss to be approximately
450 mg=cm2 (i.e. a maximum of 310 mg=cm2 of Boron). For this
experiment, one Clover detector was moved from 401 to 901, so only
one remains at 401. In order to increase the solid angle covered by
the telescope, an additional E detector, 1001 mm Micron S1-type
silicon detectors (active area between diameters of 48 and 96 mm)
were inserted 10(1) mm beyond the DE and 3(1) mm in front of the
last E detector, see schematics in Fig. 1. This leads to an acceptance
between 401 and 751 in laboratory frame. This telescope was located
approximately 15 mm downstream from the target and was pro-
tected by 250 mg=cm2 of aluminized Mylar, biased to help shield the
detectors from electrons coming from the target. Finally, in order to
improve the silicon energy resolution, a radiative cooling system—

named ARCTIC [8],2—was placed inside the reaction chamber and
maintained the silicon detectors at � 15 3C. This apparatus consists
of a cylindrical sheet of copper cooled by a closed circuit of ethylene
glycol to a temperature just above 0 1C. The setup was insulated
from the reaction chamber by an additional, thermally isolated,
aluminum layer.

In both experiments, the on-line trigger required the detection
of at least one charged-particle. Coincident g-ray events were
recorded to disk if they were accompanied by a particle trigger. In
the offline analysis, the particle–particle coincidence time interval
was reduced to the order of the corresponding cyclotron radio
frequency period (o100 ns), and a time spectrum between the
g-ray and the particle trigger was used to reject uncorrelated
g-particle events. Germanium detector energie dynamic range
was set up to 8 MeV and calibrations were performed using
standard 56Co, 152Eu and 228Th g-ray sources. The 152Eu source
was also used for a relative efficiency measurement as well as an
absolute measurement [9]. The silicon detectors were calibrated
using a emitted from a 226Ra source. For more details about the
2 A Radiative Cooling Thermostat Inside Chamber.
experimental setup and techniques the reader is referred to
Ref. [3]. In all experiments sufficient data were collected in
12–24 h to perform a spectroscopic analysis.
3. Analysis

The levels of each nucleus of interest were studied and the
excited state closest to the ground state that decays by g emission
used as a signature of its production. The nuclei studied are light
and thus their level schemes are sparse enough to characterize
them this way. Different decay paths were selected by applying
gates on the different outgoing charged-particles emitted in
coincidence with the emission of a g-ray. This is equivalent to
select the production of certain rare isotopes that can lead to their
possible g-spectroscopy.

For the experiments performed with the 18O beam, the 11B
target was deposited on a 12C foil; therefore, the reaction products
from the carbon backing are also measured. Ambiguities on the
identification of the different species are generally resolved on the
basis of Q-value and excitation energy arguments. In those cases
where the g intensity was strong enough, a g2g analysis was
performed to confirm our first deductions.

Fig. 2 presents the g energy distribution obtained in the 18O
(50 MeV)þ11B reaction for three different gates: 1p, 1a and 2p. The
products of the reactions on the carbon backing are also clearly
visible. This figure also illustrates the clean nucleus identification
based on particle(s)/g coincidence: for example, the 94 keV gamma
lines of 24Na coming essentially from the 11B(18O, an)24Na reaction
are clearly seen in the alpha gates but absent in the one proton and
two proton gates. The same is also true for the 28Mg, generated by
reaction on the 12C and formed by the evaporation of two protons,
which can only be seen in the two proton gate.

Results from the 9Beþ9Be reaction are similar both in their
cleanliness and in the number of lines observed (on average: one
or two per nucleus).
4. Results and discussion

In this section the experimental results are compared to
fusion-evaporation codes of simple predictions, in order to
Fig. 2. Example of clean decay channel selection. The gamma energy distribution

at 901 (no-Doppler) obtained with the 18O þ 11B reaction at 50 MeV is gated with

the detection of one proton (top), one alpha (middle) and two protons (bottom).

The nuclei identified are specified at the top of the figure (see text for details).



Table 1
Observed g-ray lines and consequent nucleus identification for the indicated

reactions using different charged-particle gates.

Projectile Target Gate-Nucleus Eg KeV

18O þ 11B/12C 1p-26Mg 1808

1p-27Mg 985

1a-24Na 91

1a-25Mg 585
18O þ 12C 2p-27Mg 985

2p-28Mg 1470

9Be þ9Be 1p-15N 1884

5264

1p-16N 297

1a-12C 4400

1a-13C 168

2p-15C 741

2p-16C 1758

Table 2
Summary table of production yield ratios for the 9Beþ9Be reactions. The beam

energy and its errors account for the energy loss in the target and the error on the

exact reaction point. Note that, following Table 1, 15N production yield has been

obtained from different g yields (1884 and 5264 keV).

Gate Nuclei (Eg gate) Production yield ratio at beam energy (MeV)

28.072.0 33.271.8 38.471.6

1p over 15N (1.9 MeV) 0.770.2 1.870.4 5.171.1
16N

over 15N (5.3 MeV) 2.470.5 3.170.7 6.071.3
16N

1a over 12C 6.871.4 12.072.6 32.276.9
13C

2p over 15C 0.0470.06 0.0970.04 0.3670.11
16C

Table 3
Summary table of production yield ratios for the 18Oþ11B and 18Oþ12C reactions
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determine how helpful they are in predicting the opening of
decay channels of interested. Four different programs were used:
PACE4 [10,11], LisFus [11] (both included with LISEþþ version
9.1.23 [18]) GEMINI [12] and a simple Hauser-Feshbach calcula-
tion (HF) [13]. Note that when available, the calculated cross-
section deduced with GEMINI and HF is obtained by folding the
decay probability with the experimental fusion cross-section sf

[14] (instead of the Bass model) with improved results.
As a first test, these codes’ outputs are compared with data

from the previously measured 11B(18O, pn)27Mg reaction [15],
using also gamma-ray emission for identification. The results are
presented in Fig. 3 where the theoretical and experimental
yields—corrected from gamma efficiency—agree reasonably well
as a function of bombarding energy. The predicted cross-section
however drops slowly at high energy compared with the experi-
mental data [15]. The data presented here—as explained in the
following—could not be absolutely normalized but are compati-
ble with the slow decrease in the calculations (see Fig. 3).

These experiments were not designed with the intent of
extracting absolute cross-sections and if the results do include
the gamma-ray efficiency the charged-particles one is not
included. In order to avoid ambiguities in comparing the different
yields this was only accomplished when the different species
were produced within the same particle gate. We assume that the
detection efficiency for one gate is comparable for all nuclei
produced and their differences are negligible compare to other
errors. Three clean particle gates are analyzed: one proton, two
protons and one alpha in coincidence with gamma-transition.
The corresponding nuclei considered here and the observed g-rays
are summarized in Table 1. The 11B target had a 12C backing so
g-lines can come from reactions on either 11B or 12C. When there are
no ambiguities only one ‘‘target’’ is specified in Table 1.

Tables 2–4 present experimental yield ratios of the observed
nuclei. The first two tables are relative yield ratios within the
same particle gate and the third table is a relative excitation
function, normalized to the yield obtained with the highest
incident energy. Note that the beam energy is calculated at the
center of the target.

Since these experiments were designed to observe the two-proton
emission channel, the discussion is focused on this decay channel.
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Fig. 3. 11B(18O, pn)27Mg reaction cross-section obtained experimentally by

M. Rousseau et al. [15] (points with error bars) is compared with HF, GEMINI

and PACE calculations as a function of incident energy. For GEMINI and HF the

calculation is performed without and with experimental fusion cross-section (see

text for details). These last results are compared to our work in the insert, where

data and calculations are arbitrary normalized: the relative yields between the

calculations and between our data were kept, only the scale between theory and

experiment is arbitrary.

described in this article. The origin of errors is identical as for the 9Beþ9Be

reaction in Table 2.

Gate Nuclei (Target) Production yield ratio at beam energy (MeV)

48.571.5 53.671.4 58.771.3

1p over 26Mg (11B) 2.670.53 3.770.82 4.870.91
27Mg (11B)

1a over 24Na (11B) 0.5570.38 0.4870.33 0.7670.52
25Mg (12C)

2p over 27Mg (12C) 0.2370.08 0.8970.25
28Mg (12C)
The excitation function of 15C from the 9Beþ9Be reaction,
presented in Table 4, is an example of practical application of the
data. The 15C relative production yield at 30 MeV incident energy
is compatible with zero and slowly rises with the incident energy.
This can be interpreted as the opening of the 15C channel via the
emission of one neutron and two protons and that leads to a
741 keV gamma-ray from the first excited state of the nucleus.

In an attempt to predict the best incident energy that provides
sufficient energy to perform gamma-ray spectroscopy of light
neutron-rich nuclei, the ratios of the g-ray yields (corrected for
energy dependent g-ray detection efficiency) are compared with



Table 4
Summary table of relative production yield ratios for all the reaction presented in this article. These excitation

functions are normalized to the highest incident energy. For 15N (a) and (b) are the yield obtained with the

identification of a g-ray of 1884 keV and 5264 keV respectively.

Reaction Production yield ratio at beam energy (MeV)

48.571.5 58.771.3

11B(18O, p2n)26Mg 0.7170.21 1
11B(18O, pn)27Mg 1.3270.40 1
11B(18O, an)24Na 0.5570.17 1

12C(18O, an)25Mg 0.7670.23 1
12C(18O, n2p)27Mg 0.2470.01 1
12C(18O, 2p)28Mg 0.9370.02 1

Reaction Production yield ratio at beam energy (MeV)

28.072.0 33.271.8 38.471.6

9Be(9Be, p2n)15N (a) 0.3270.10 0.3170.09 1
9Be(9Be, p2n)15N (b) 0.8970.27 0.4570.14 1
9Be(9Be, pn)16N 2.2570.68 0.8870.26 1
9Be(9Be, a2n)12C 0.2770.08 0.2970.09 1
9Be(9Be, an)13C 1.2870.38 0.7870.24 1
9Be(9Be, n2p)15C 0.0270.03 0.1070.03 1
9Be(9Be, 2p)16C 0.1670.06 0.3670.09 1
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PACE4, LisFus, GEMINI and HF results for the two proton gate for
the 18Oþ12C reaction in Fig. 4, and the 9Beþ9Be reaction in Fig. 5.

The 27Mg and 28Mg from 18Oþ12C ratio data points are in
decent agreement with both the GEMINI and HF calculations, but
both PACE4 and LisFus tend to overestimate the yield of the 27Mg.
In the case of the ratio of the 9Beþ9Be experimental data, they
seem to follow the trend of the PACE, LisFus and GEMINI
calculations. However, both PACE and LisFus overestimate the
yield of 15C (about 3 times more) whereas GEMINI underestimate
it (about twice less). The HF calculations show an increase in ratio
at lower incident beam energies in contradiction to the experi-
mental measurements. At higher energies the ratio seems to
underestimate the data: the basic HF calculation is not good
enough to reproduce the 9Beþ9Be data.

A simple calculation for the expected incident beam energy
(Einc) to populate the 2p evaporation channel sufficiently for
gamma-spectroscopic nuclear structure studies is now presented.
This estimate is based on the experimental observation of 5 MeV
kinetic energy (Ep) for each evaporated proton and the additional
requirement to populate the system with enough remaining
excitation energy (Ex of � 5 MeV) following evaporation to allow
for gamma-ray decay.

This estimate is

Einc ¼ 2 Ep|{z}
5 MeV

þ Ex|{z}
5 MeV

�QþS2p

0
B@

1
CAMprojectileþMtarget

Mtarget
ð1Þ

where Q is the fusion Q-value, S2p two proton separation thresh-
old, Mprojectile the mass of the projectile and Mtarget the target
mass.

Using Eq. (1) a 2p-channel incident energy of Einc � 40 MeV for
both the 18Oþ12C and the 9Beþ9Be reactions is obtained. This
value is used in Ref. [2] with success. However, the 18Oþ12C
reaction was experimentally performed at higher energies with
the effect that the 2p-channel is still clearly present. The spec-
trum is certainly not overwhelmed by the opening of the 1n–2p-
channel. This is partially due to the sparse level scheme of such
light nuclei and the smooth decrease in the excitation function,
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identical to what can be observed for 1p-channel in Fig. 3.
This implies that for a study of excited states in 28Mg–provided
that its states can be energetically separated from 27Mg ones—a
higher incident energy is possible.

Finally, Eq. (1) also successfully estimates the necessary
incident energy to produce light nuclei for g-spectroscopy
through 2p evaporation in 9Be(11B,2p)18N [1] and 18O(18O,2p)34Si
[16], at beam energies of 50 and 25 MeV, respectively. This
calculation also matches a previously published experiment [17].
5. Conclusion

The selection of minor decay channels from fusion-evaporation
reactions producing rare species of light nuclei is described. In order
to test our understanding the yield of the light nuclei produced is
compared to different model predictions with mitigated success.
The selection of minor decay channel is used as a tool to study the
excited states of neutron-rich nuclei for relevant g-ray measure-
ments in coincidence with evaporated charge particles.

A simple formula to estimate the necessary incident beam
energy to study weakly populated light neutron-rich nuclei
following the two proton evaporation reaction is proposed.
We conclude that the detection of evaporation particles in coin-
cidence with gamma-transitions in light compound systems is a
useful tool for selecting relatively weak channels for spectroscopic
nuclear structure studies.
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